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Definition: 
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑠

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑
 

 

Description: 
 

Benefit: This impact area assesses benefits via their appreciation by markets. It is sensitive to 
socio-economic factors because commodity prices reflect demand and are also influenced by 
value systems and policies through effects of financial incentives and tax regulations. 
 
Resource: Agricultural land is always a limited resource. The type of land can be specified to 
distinguish between different land qualities. Distinctions are often made, for example, between 
cropland and pasture, high nature value (HNV) farmland and other farmland, or based on soil 
fertility and yield potential. For this indicator, the temporal reference must always be specified. 
However, in case of the standard period of one year, this information is sometimes omitted in 
scientific publications. 
 
 

Correlation with soil management: 
 
[26] Organic farms recorded higher operating profit (operating profit + subsidies) per hectare of 
farmland than conventional farms 
[55] Cooperatives have higher revenue per area of land than single farms 
[133] The production in agriculture is associated with quality standards of lands, nature and 
conditions of their use 
[149] Smaller farms are more efficient in land productivity 
[162] Studies proved reduction of field crop yields from organic fields in comparison to 
conventional ones 
[182] Improving the conditions of mineral nutrition by introducing balanced doses of fertilizers for 
all elements contributed to a sufficiently high yield 
[207] Nitrogen utilization efficiency played a significant role in determining grain yield, while a 
negative and poor dependence of grain yield on Nitrogen uptake efficiency was observed  
[241] Highest land use efficiencies (potato yield per hectare of area) were achieved in regions that 
produce potatoes under irrigation in summer where solar radiation is high and lowest land use 
efficiencies were reported for the predominantly dry land and partially dry land regions 
[248] Small rice-producing farms ranging from 0.61 to 1.0 ha yielded higher energy ratios (4.14) 
than larger ones 
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Strength & weaknesses pertaining to measurement of this impact area 
 

Financial Benefits: Financial indicators are well suited for integrating or comparing agricultural 

production processes with products for very different end uses. For calculating benefit-cost ratios 

(BCR), indicators that reflect revenue should be used. In most other cases, indicators that reflect 

net benefits (after deduction of charges, costs and expenses) provide a more realistic picture of 

benefits generated. Price volatilities make efficiency calculations valid only for a certain point in 

time and space. 

Area of land:While area of land is a standard measure that is used as reference in most statistics 
and inventories, a weakness of this indicator is that other relevant information like soil type, soil 
fertility or management history is often not provided.  
In short, one hectare of dry, sandy cropland soil is very different from one hectare of pasture on 

drained peat soils. 

 
Sample Indicators 

Indicator values from Survey 
 

Experiment or direct measurement 
 

Statistical- or census data 
 

Expert assessment 
 

Literature values  

Model 
 

Maps or GIS   

Stakeholder participation 
 

Not provided 
 

 

Table 1: No Scale 

Indicator Unit 
Indicator        

values from 

[55] Production output/Area of land $ * ha-1 
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Table 2: Field Scale 

Indicator Unit 
Indicator        

values from 

[207] Net income/Area of land $ * ha-1 
 

 
 
Table 3: Farm Scale 

Indicator Unit 
Indicator        

values from 

[26] Operational efficiency (Operational profit/Area of land) $ * ha-1 
 

[26] Operational efficiency (including subsidies)(Operational 

profit + subisidies/Area of land) 

$ * ha-1 
 

[26] Accounting profit/Area of land $ * ha-1 
 

[62] Total gross margin/Area of land $ * ha-1 
 

[149] Land productivity (Total income generated from farming 

during a year/Cultivated area of land) 

$ * Not 

specified-1  

[162] Additional income from fertilization (Additional yields 

from fertilization*price of products)/Area of land 

$ * ha-1 
 

[162] Additional profit from fertilization/Area of land $ * ha-1 
 

[162] Residual effect of fertilization-additional profit/Area of 

land 

$ * ha-1 
 

[175] Average price (Gross income/Area of land) $ * ha-1 
 

[175] Operating margin (Gross margin/Area of land) $ * ha-1 
 

[176] Value of gross product/Fodder area $ * ha-1 
 ,   

[176] Net agricultural income (Prices of inputs or sold 

products)/Fodder area 

$ * ha-1 
 ,   
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Table 4: Regional Scale 

Indicator Unit 
Indicator        

values from 

[1] Value of yields (including subsidies)/Agricultural land $ * ha-1 
 

[1] Added value/Agricultural land $ * ha-1 
 

[100] Agricultural profitability (Profit contribution (revenue - 

costs)/Area of land) 

$ * ha-1 
 

[133] Land productivity (Value of yields/Area of land) $ * ha-1 
 

[182] Gross value of winter wheat/Area of land $ * ha-1 
 

[241] Gross profit/Area of land $ * ha-1 
 

 [248] Net Economic gain [Monetary unit]/Area of land $ * ha-1 
 ,   
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*The resource use efficiency discussed on this factsheet is not a focus of the cited paper 
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